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 Test of lepton flavor universality by the measurement of the
B0 → D − τ + ντ branching fraction using three-prong τ decays
R. Aaij et al.*
(LHCb Collaboration)
(Received 8 November 2017; published 25 April 2018)
The ratio of branching fractions RðD−Þ≡ BðB0 → D−τþντÞ=BðB0 → D−μþνμÞ is measured using
a data sample of proton-proton collisions collected with the LHCb detector at center-of-mass energies
of 7 and 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1. The τ lepton is reconstructed with three
charged pions in the final state. A novel method is used that exploits the different vertex topologies of
signal and backgrounds to isolate samples of semitauonic decays of b hadrons with high purity. Using
the B0 → D−πþπ−πþ decay as the normalization channel, the ratio BðB0 → D−τþντÞ=BðB0 →
D−πþπ−πþÞ is measured to be 1.97 0.13 0.18, where the first uncertainty is statistical and the
second systematic. An average of branching fraction measurements for the normalization channel is used to
derive BðB0 → D−τþντÞ ¼ ð1.42 0.094 0.129 0.054Þ%, where the third uncertainty is due to the
limited knowledge of BðB0 → D−πþπ−πþÞ. A test of lepton flavor universality is performed using the
well-measured branching fraction BðB0 → D−μþνμÞ to compute RðD−Þ ¼ 0.291 0.019 0.026
0.013, where the third uncertainty originates from the uncertainties on BðB0 → D−πþπ−πþÞ and BðB0 →
D−μþνμÞ. This measurement is in agreement with the Standard Model prediction and with previous
measurements.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.97.072013
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, lepton
flavor universality (LFU) is an accidental symmetry broken
only by the Yukawa interactions. Differences between the
expected branching fraction of semileptonic decays into the
three lepton families originate from the different masses of
the charged leptons. Further deviations from LFU would be
a signature of physics processes beyond the SM.
Measurements of the couplings of Z and W bosons to
light leptons, mainly constrained by LEP and SLC experi-
ments, are compatible with LFU. Nevertheless, a 2.8
standard deviation difference exists between the measure-
ment of the branching fraction of the Wþ → τþντ
decay with respect to those of the branching fractions of
Wþ → μþνμ and Wþ → eþνe decays [1].
Since uncertainties due to hadronic effects cancel to a
large extent, the SM prediction for the ratios between
branching fractions of semitauonic decays of B mesons
relative to decays involving lighter lepton families, such as
RðDðÞ−Þ≡BðB0→DðÞ−τþντÞ=BðB0→DðÞ−μþνμÞ; ð1Þ
RðDðÞ0Þ≡BðB−→DðÞ0τ−ν¯τÞ=BðB−→DðÞ0μ−ν¯μÞ; ð2Þ
is known with an uncertainty at the percent level [2–5].
For D decays, recent papers [5,6] argue for larger uncer-
tainties, up to 4%.These decays therefore provide a sensitive
probe of SM extensions with flavor-dependent couplings,
such as models with an extended Higgs sector [7], with
leptoquarks [8,9], or with an extended gauge sector [10–12].
The B→ DðÞτþντ decays have recently been subject to
intense experimental scrutiny. Measurements of RðD0;−Þ
and RðD−;0Þ and their averages RðDÞ and RðDÞ have
been reported by the BABAR [13,14] and Belle [15,16]
Collaborations in final states involving electrons or muons
from the τ decay. TheLHCbCollaborationmeasuredRðDÞ
[17] with results compatible with those from BABAR, while
the result from the Belle Collaboration is compatible with
the SMwithin 1 standard deviation. Themeasurements from
both the BABAR and Belle Collaborations were performed
with events that were “tagged” by fully reconstructing the
decay of one of the twoBmesons from theϒð4SÞ decay to a
fully hadronic final state (hadronic tag); the other B meson
was used to search for the signal. In all of the above
measurements, the decay of the τ lepton into a muon, or
an electron, and two neutrinos was exploited.More recently,
the Belle Collaboration published a measurement [16] with
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events tagged using semileptonic decays, compatible with
the SM within 1.6 standard deviations. A simultaneous
measurement of RðDÞ and of the τ polarization, using
hadronic tagging and reconstruction of the τ− → π−ντ
and τ− → ρ−ντ decays, was published by the Belle
Collaboration [18,19]. The average of all these RðDÞ
measurements is in tension with the SM expectation at
3.3 standard deviations. All theseRðDðÞ−;0Þmeasurements
yield values that are above the SM predictions with a
combined significance of 3.9 standard deviations [20].
This paper presents a measurement of BðB0 →
D−τþντÞ, using for the first time the τ decay with three
charged particles (three-prong) in the final state, i.e. τþ →
πþπ−πþν¯τ and τþ → πþπ−πþπ0ν¯τ, denoted as signal in
this paper. The D− meson is reconstructed through the
D− → D¯0ð→ Kþπ−Þπ− decay chain.1 The visible final
state consists of six charged tracks; neutral pions are
not reconstructed in this analysis. A data sample of
proton-proton collisions, corresponding to an integrated
luminosity of 3 fb−1, collected with the LHCb detector at
center-of-mass energies of
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 7 and 8 TeV is used. A
shorter version of this paper can be found in Ref. [21]
The three-prong τ decay modes have different features
with respect to leptonic τ decays, leading to measurements
with a better signal-to-background ratio and statistical sig-
nificance. The absence of charged leptons in the final state
avoids backgrounds originating from semileptonic decays of
b or c hadrons. The three-prong topology enables the precise
reconstruction of a τ decay vertex detached from theB0 decay
vertex due to the nonzero τ lifetime, thereby allowing the
discrimination between signal decays and the most abundant
background due toB → D−3πX decays, whereX represents
unreconstructed particles and 3π ≡ πþπ−πþ.2 The require-
ment of a 3π decay vertex detached from the B vertex
suppresses the D−3πX background by three orders of
magnitude, while retaining about 40% of the signal.
Moreover, because only one neutrino is produced in the τ
decay, the measurements of the B0 and τ lines of flight allow
the determination of the complete kinematics of the decay, up
to two quadratic ambiguities, leading to four solutions.
After applying the 3π detached-vertex requirement, the
dominant background consists of B decays with a D− and
another charm hadron in the final state, called double-
charm hereafter. The largest component is due to B →
D−Dþs ðXÞ decays. These decays have the same topology
as the signal, as the second charm hadron has a measurable
lifetime and its decay vertex is detached from the B vertex.
The double-charm background is suppressed by applying
vetoes on the presence of additional particles around the
direction of the τ and B candidates, and exploiting the
different resonant structure of the 3π system in τþ and Dþs
decays.
The signal yield, Nsig, is normalized to that of the
exclusive B0 → D−3π decay, Nnorm, which has the same
charged particles in the final state. This choice minimizes
experimental systematic uncertainties. The measured
quantity is
KðD−Þ≡ BðB
0 → D−τþντÞ
BðB0 → D−3πÞ
¼ Nsig
Nnorm
εnorm
εsig
1
Bðτþ → 3πν¯τÞ þ Bðτþ → 3ππ0ν¯τÞ
;
ð3Þ
where εsig and εnorm are the efficiencies for the signal
and normalization decay modes, respectively. More pre-
cisely, εsig is the weighted average efficiency for the 3π
and the 3π π0 modes, given their respective branching
fractions. The absolute branching fraction is obtained as
BðB0 → D−τþντÞ ¼ KðD−Þ × BðB0 → D−3πÞ, where
the branching fraction of the B0 → D−3π decay is taken
by averaging the measurements of Refs. [22–24]. A value
forRðD−Þ is then derived by using the branching fraction
of the B0 → D−μþνμ decay from Ref. [20].
This paper is structured as follows. Descriptions of
the LHCb detector, the data and simulation samples and
the trigger selection criteria are given in Sec. II. Signal
selection and background suppression strategies are sum-
marized in Sec. III. Section IV presents the study performed
to characterize double-charm backgrounds due to
B→ D−Dþs ðXÞ, B → D−DþðXÞ and B→ D−D0ðXÞ
decays. The strategy used to fit the signal yield and the
corresponding results are presented in Sec. V. The deter-
mination of the yield of the normalization mode is
discussed in Sec. VI. The determination of KðD−Þ is
presented in Sec. VII and systematic uncertainties are
discussed in Sec. VIII. Finally, overall results and con-
clusions are given in Sec. IX.
II. DETECTOR AND SIMULATION
The LHCb detector [25,26] is a single-arm forward
spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5,
designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system
consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the
pp interaction region [27], a large-area silicon-strip detec-
tor located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending
power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip
detectors and straw drift tubes [28] placed downstream of
the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement
of momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative
uncertainty that varies from 0.5% at low momentum to
1.0% at 200 GeV=c. The minimum distance of a track to a
1The inclusion of charge-conjugate decay modes is implied in
this paper.
2The notation X is used when unreconstructed particles are
known to be present in the decay chain and (X) when unrecon-
structed particles may be present in the decay chain.
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primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is
measured with a resolution of ð15þ 29=pTÞ μm, where
pT is the component of the momentum transverse to the
beam, in GeV=c. Different types of charged hadrons are
distinguished using information from two ring-imaging
Cherenkov detectors [29]. Photons, electrons and hadrons
are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of
scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an electromag-
netic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are
identified by a system composed of alternating layers of
iron and multiwire proportional chambers [30].
Simulated samples of pp collisions are generated using
PYTHIA [31] with a specific LHCb configuration [32].
Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen
[33], in which final-state radiation is generated using
PHOTOS [34]. The TAUOLA package [35] is used to simulate
the decays of the τ lepton into the 3π ν¯τ and 3π π0 ν¯τ final
states according to the resonance chiral Lagrangian model
[36] with a tuning based on the results from the BABAR
Collaboration [37]. The interaction of the generated par-
ticles with the detector, and its response, are implemented
using the GEANT4 toolkit [38] as described in Ref. [39]. The
signal decays are simulated using form factors that are
derived from heavy-quark effective theory [40]. The
experimental values of the corresponding parameters are
taken from Ref. [20], except for an unmeasured helicity-
suppressed amplitude, which is taken from Ref. [41].
The trigger [42] consists of a hardware stage, based on
information from the calorimeter and muon systems, fol-
lowed by a software stage, inwhich all charged particles with
pT > 500ð300Þ MeV=c are reconstructed for 7 TeV (8 TeV)
data. At the hardware trigger stage, candidates are required to
have a muon with high pT or a hadron, photon or electron
with high transverse energy. The software trigger requires a
two-, three-, or four-track secondary vertex with significant
displacement from any PV consistent with the decay of a b
hadron, or a two-track vertex with a significant displacement
from any PV consistent with a D¯0 → Kþπ− decay. In both
cases, at least one charged particle must have a transverse
momentum pT > 1.7 GeV=c and must be inconsistent with
originating from any PV. A multivariate algorithm [43] is
used for the identification of secondary vertices consistent
with the decay of a b hadron. Secondary vertices consistent
with the decay of a D¯0 meson must satisfy additional
selection criteria, based on the momenta and transverse
momenta of the D¯0 decay products (p > 5 GeV=c and
pT > 800 MeV=c), and on the consistency, as a loose
requirement, of the D¯0 momentum vector with the direction
formed by joining the PV and the B0 vertex.
III. SELECTION CRITERIA AND
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS
The signal selection proceeds in twomain steps. First, the
dominant background, consisting of candidates where the
3π system originates from the B0 vertex, called prompt
hereafter, is suppressed by applying a 3π detached-vertex
requirement. Second, the double-charm background is sup-
pressed using amultivariate analysis (MVA). This is the only
background with the same vertex topology as the signal.
This section is organized as follows. After a summary of
the principles of the signal selection in Sec. III A, the
categorization of the remaining background processes is
given in Secs. III A 1 and III A 2. This categorization
motivates (Sec. III A 3) the additional selection criteria
that have to be applied to the tracks and vertices of the
candidates in order to exploit the requirement of vertex
detachment in its full power. Section III B describes the
isolation tools used to take advantage of the fact that, for the
τþ → 3πν¯τ channel, there is no other charged or neutral
particle at the B0 vertex beside the reconstructed particles in
the final state. Particle identification requirements are
presented in Sec. III C. The selection used for the nor-
malization channel is described in Sec. III D. Section III E
details the kinematic techniques used to reconstruct the
decay chains in the signal and background hypotheses.
Finally, the MVA that is used to reduce the double-charm
backgrounds is presented in Sec. III F and, in Sec. III G, the
background composition at various stages of the selection
process is illustrated.
A. The detached-vertex topology
The signal final state consists of a D− meson, recon-
structed in the D− → D¯0π−, D¯0 → Kþπ− decay chain,
associatedwith a 3π system.The selection ofD− candidates
starts by requiring D¯0 candidates with masses between 1845
and 1885 MeV=c2, pT larger than 1.6 GeV=c, combined
with pions of pT larger than 0.11 GeV=c such that the
difference between theD− and the D¯0 masses lies between
143 and 148 MeV=c2. The D−3π combination is very
common in B meson decays, with a signal-to-background
ratio smaller than 1%. The dominant background is prompt,
i.e. consisting of candidateswhere the 3π system is produced
at the B0 vertex. However, in the signal case, because of the
significant τ lifetime and boost along the forward direction,
the 3π system is detached from the B0 vertex, as shown in
Fig. 1. The requirement for the detached vertex is that the
distance between the 3π and the B0 vertices along the beam
direction,Δz≡ zð3πÞ − zðB0Þ, is greater than four times its
uncertainty, σΔz. This leads to an improvement in the signal
to noise ratio by a factor 160, as shown in Fig. 2. The
remaining background consists of two main categories:
candidates with a true detached-vertex topology and can-
didates that appear to have such a detached-vertex topology.
1. Background with detached-vertex topology
The double-charm B → D−DðXÞ decays are the only
other B decays with the same vertex topology as the signal.
Figure 2 shows, on simulated events, the dominance of the
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double-charm background over the signal after the
detached-vertex requirement. Figure 3 shows the 3π mass
data distribution after the detached-vertex requirement,
where peaking structures corresponding to the Dþ → 3π
decay and Dþs → 3π decay—a very important control
channel for this analysis—are clearly visible.
2. Background from other sources
Requirements additional to the detached vertex are
needed to reject spurious background sources with vertex
topologies similar to the signal. The various background
sources are classified to distinguish candidates where the 3π
system originates from a common vertex and those where
one of the three pions originates from a different vertex.
The background category, where the 3π system stems
from a common vertex, is further divided into two different
classes depending on whether or not theD− and 3π system
originate from the same b hadron. In the first case, the 3π
system either comes from the decay of a τ lepton or a D0,
Dþ, Dþs or Λþc hadron. Candidates originating from b
baryons form only 2% of this double-charm category.
In this case, the candidate has the correct signal-like vertex
topology. Alternatively, it comes from a misreconstructed
prompt background candidate containing a B0, Bþ, B0s or
Λ0b hadron. The detailed composition of these different
categories at the initial and at the final stage of the analysis
is described in Sec. III G. In the second case, the D− and
the 3π systems are not daughters of the same b hadron. The
3π system originates from one of the following sources:
the other b hadron present in the event (B1B2 category); the
decay of charm hadrons produced at the PV (charm
category); another PV; or an interaction in the beam pipe
or in the detector material.
The 3π background not originating from the same vertex
is dominated by candidates where two pions originate from
the same vertex whilst the third may come directly from the
PV, from a different vertex in the decay chain of the same b
hadron, from the other b hadron produced at the PV, or
from another PV. Due to the combinatorial origin of this
background, there is no strong correlation between the
charge of the 3π system and the D− charge. This enables
the normalization of the combinatorial background with the
wrong-sign data sample.
3. Summary of the topological selection requirements
The requirements applied to suppress combinatorial and
charm backgrounds, in addition to the detached-vertex
criterion, are reported in Table I. These include a good
track quality and a minimum transverse momentum of
250 MeV=c for each pion, a good vertex reconstruction
quality for the 3π system and large χ2IP with respect to any
PV for each pion of the 3π system and for the D¯0 candidate,
where χ2IP is defined as the difference in the vertex-fit χ
2 of a
FIG. 1. Topology of the signal decay. A requirement on the
distance between the 3π and the B0 vertices along the beam
direction to be greater than four times its uncertainty is applied.
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given PV reconstructed with and without the particle under
consideration. In addition, the 3π vertex must be detached
from its primary vertex along the beam axis by at least 10
times the corresponding uncertainty. The distance from the
3π vertex position to the beam center in the plane transverse
to the beam direction, r3π , must be outside the beam
envelope and inside the beam pipe to avoid 3π vertices
coming from proton interactions or secondary interactions
with the beam-pipe material. The attached primary vertex
to the D¯0 and 3π candidates must be the same. The number
of candidates per event must be equal to one; this cut is the
first rejection step against nonisolated candidates. Finally,
the difference between the reconstructed D− and D¯0
masses must lie between 143 and 148 MeV=c2.
B. Isolation requirements
1. Charged isolation
Acharged-isolation algorithm ensures that no extra tracks
are compatible with either the B0 or 3π decay vertices. It is
implemented by counting the number of charged tracks
havingpT larger than 250 MeV=c, χ2IP with respect to the PV
larger than 4, and χ2IPð3πÞ and χ2IPðB0Þ, with respect to the
vertex of the 3π andB0 candidates, respectively, smaller than
25. The D−3π candidate is rejected if any such track is
found. As an example, the performance of the charged-
isolation algorithm is determined on a simulated sample of
double-charm decays with a D0 meson in the final state. In
cases where B0 → D−D0KþðXÞ, with D0 → K−3πðXÞ,
two charged kaons are present in the decay chain, one
originating from the B0 vertex and the other from the D0
vertex. For these candidates, the rejection rate is 95%. The
charged-isolation algorithm has a selection efficiency of
80% on a data sample of exclusive B0 → D−3π decays.
This sample has no additional charged tracks from the B0
vertex and has thus similar charged-isolation properties as
the signal. This value is in good agreement with the
efficiency determined from simulation.
Reversing the isolation requirement provides a sample of
candidates from the inclusive D0 decay chain mentioned
above, where a D0 meson decays into K−3π and the
charged kaon has been found as a nearby track. Figure 4
shows theK−3π mass distribution featuring a prominentD0
peak. This control sample is used to determine the proper-
ties of the B → D−D0ðXÞ background in the signal fit.
2. Neutral isolation
Background candidates from decays with additional
neutral particles are suppressed by using the energy
deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter in a cone of
0.3 units in Δη − Δϕ around the direction of the 3π system,
where ϕ is the azimuthal angle in the plane perpendicular to
the beam axis. For this rejection method to be effective, the
amount of collected energy in the region of interest must be
small when no neutral particles are produced in the B0
meson decay. Candidates where the B0 meson decays to
D−3π, with D− → D¯0π−, are used as a check. Figure 5
compares the distributions of the D−3π mass with and
without the requirement of an energy deposition of at least
8 GeV in the electromagnetic calorimeter around the 3π
direction. Since it is known that no neutral particle is
emitted in this decay, the inefficiency of this rejection
method is estimated by the ratio of the yields of the two
TABLE I. List of the selection cuts. See text for further explanation.
Variable Requirement Targeted background
½zð3πÞ − zðB0Þ=σðzð3πÞ−zðB0ÞÞ > 4 Prompt
pT (π), π from 3π > 250 MeV=c All
3π vertex χ2 < 10 Combinatorial
χ2IPðπÞ, π from 3π > 15 Combinatorial
χ2IPðD¯0Þ > 10 Charm
½zð3πÞ − zðPVÞ=σðzð3πÞ−zðPVÞÞ > 10 Charm
r3π ∈ ½0.2; 5.0 mm Spurious 3π
PVðD¯0Þ ¼ PVð3πÞ Charm/combinatorial
Number of B0 candidates ¼ 1 All
Δm≡mðD−Þ −mðD¯0Þ ∈ ½143; 148 MeV=c2 Combinatorial
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FIG. 4. Distribution of the K−3π mass for D0 candidates where
a charged kaon has been associated to the 3π vertex.
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spectra within 30 MeV=c2 around the B0 mass, and it is
found to be small enough to allow the use of this method.
The energy deposited in the electromagnetic calorimeter
around the 3π direction is one of the input quantities to the
MVA described below, used to suppress inclusive Dþs
decays to 3πX, which contain photons and π0 mesons in
addition to the three pions. Photons are also produced when
Dþs excited states decay to the Dþs ground state. The use of
this variable has an impact on signal, since it vetoes the
τþ → 3ππ0ν¯τ decay, whose efficiency is roughly one half
with respect to that of the 3π mode, as can be seen later in
Table II.
C. Particle identification requirements
In order to ensure that the tracks forming the 3π
candidate are real pions, a positive pion identification is
required and optimized taking into account the efficiency
and rejection performance of particle identification (PID)
algorithms, and the observed kaon to pion ratio in the 3π
candidates, as measured through the D− peak when giving
a kaon mass to the negatively charged pion. As a result, the
kaon identification probability is required to be less than
17%. To keep the D− reconstruction efficiency as high as
possible, the requirement on the kaon identification prob-
ability for the soft-momentum pion originating from the
D− decay is set to be less than 50%. The Dþ → K−πþπþ
and Dþ → K−πþπþπ0 decays have large branching frac-
tions and contribute to the B → D−DþðXÞ background,
that is significant when the kaon is misidentified as a pion.
A remaining kaon contamination of about 5% in the final
sample is estimated by studying the K− πþ πþ mass when
assigning the kaon mass to the negative pion. Figure 6
shows the K− πþ πþ mass distribution for candidates that
have passed all analysis requirements, except that the π−
candidate must have a high kaon identification probability.
A clear Dþ signal of 740 30 candidates is visible, with
little combinatorial background. Therefore, an additional
requirement on the kaon identification probability of the π−
candidate is applied. All of these PID requirements are
chosen in order to get the best discrimination between
signal and background. They form, together with the
topology selection and the isolation requirement defined
above, the final selection.
D. Selection of the normalization channel
The B0 → D−3π normalization channel is selected by
requiring the D¯0 vertex to be located at least 4σ downstream
of the 3π vertex along the beam direction, where σ is the
distance between the B0 and D¯0 vertices divided by their
uncertainties added in quadrature. All other selection
criteria are identical to that of the signal case, except for
the fact that no MVA requirement is applied to the
normalization channel. Figure 7 shows the D−3π mass
spectrum after all these requirements. Moreover, the high
purity of this sample of exclusive B0 decays allows the
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FIG. 5. Distribution of the D−3π mass (blue) before and (red)
after a requirement of finding an energy of at least 8 GeV in the
electromagnetic calorimeter around the 3π direction.
TABLE II. Summary of the efficiencies (in %) measured at the various steps of the analysis for simulated samples of the B0 → D−3π
channel and the B0 → D− τþ ντ signal channel for both τ decays to 3π ν¯τ and 3π π0 ν¯τ modes. No requirement on the BDT output is
applied for D−3π candidates. The relative efficiency designates the individual efficiency of each requirement.
Absolute efficiencies (%) Relative efficiencies (%)
D− τþ ντ D− τþ ντ
Requirement D−3π 3π ν¯τ 3π π0 ν¯τ D−3π 3π ν¯τ 3π π0 ν¯τ
Geometrical acceptance 14.65 15.47 14.64
After:
Initial selection 1.382 0.826 0.729
Spurious 3π removal 0.561 0.308 0.238 40.6 37.3 32.6
Trigger requirements 0.484 0.200 0.143 86.3 65.1 59.9
Vertex selection 0.270 0.0796 0.0539 55.8 39.8 37.8
Charged isolation 0.219 0.0613 0.0412 81.2 77.0 76.3
BDT requirement 0.0541 0.0292 94.1 74.8
PID requirements 0.136 0.0392 0.0216 65.8 72.4 74.1
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validation of the selection efficiencies derived using
simulation.
E. Reconstruction of the decay kinematics
Due to the precise knowledge of the D¯0, 3π and B0 decay
vertices, it is possible to reconstruct the decay chains of both
signal and background processes, even in the presence of
unreconstructed particles, such as two neutrinos in the case
of the signal, or neutral particles originating at the 3π vertex
in the case of double-charm background. The relevant
reconstruction techniques are detailed in the following.
1. Reconstruction in the signal hypothesis
The missing information due to the two neutrinos
emitted in the signal decay chain can be recovered with
the measurements of the B0 and τ line of flight (unit vectors
joining the B0 vertex to the PV and the 3π vertex to the B0
vertex, respectively) together with the known B0 and τ
masses. The reconstruction of the complete decay kin-
ematics of both the B0 and τ decays is thus possible, up to
two two-fold ambiguities.
The τ momentum in the laboratory frame is obtained as
(in units where c ¼ 1)
jp⃗τj ¼
ðm23π þm2τÞjp⃗3πj cos θτ;3π  E3π
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðm2τ −m23πÞ2 − 4m2τ jp⃗3πj2sin2θτ;3π
q
2ðE23π − jp⃗3πj2cos2θτ;3πÞ
; ð4Þ
where θτ;3π is the angle between the 3π system three-momentum and the τ line of flight; m3π , jp⃗3πj and E3π are the mass,
three-momentum and energy of the 3π system, respectively; and mτ is the known τ mass. Equation (4) yields a single
solution, in the limit where the opening angle between the 3π and the τ directions takes the maximum allowed value
θmaxτ;3π ¼ arcsin

m2τ −m23π
2mτjp⃗3πj

: ð5Þ
At this value, the argument of the square root in Eq. (4) vanishes, leading to only one solution, which is used as an estimate
of the τ momentum. The same procedure is applied to estimate the B0 momentum
jp⃗B0 j ¼
ðm2Y þm2B0Þjp⃗Y j cos θB0;Y  EY
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðm2B0 −m2YÞ2 − 4m2B0 jp⃗Y j2sin2θB0;Y
q
2ðE2Y − jp⃗Y j2cos2θB0;YÞ
; ð6Þ
by defining
θmaxB0;Y ¼ arcsin

m2B0 −m
2
Y
2mB0 jp⃗Y j

; ð7Þ
where Y represents the D−τ system. Here, the three-momentum and mass of the D−τ system are calculated using the
previously estimated τ momentum
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FIG. 6. Distribution of the K− πþ πþ mass for Dþ candidates
passing the signal selection, where the negative pion has been
identified as a kaon and assigned the kaon mass.
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p⃗Y ¼ p⃗D− þ p⃗τ; EY ¼ ED− þ Eτ; ð8Þ
where p⃗D− and p⃗τ are the three-momenta of the D− and
the τ candidates, and ED− and Eτ their energies. Using this
method, the rest frame variables q2 ≡ ðpB0 − pD−Þ2 ¼
ðpτ þ pντÞ2 and the τ decay time, tτ, are determined with
sufficient accuracy to retain their discriminating power
against double-charm backgrounds, as discussed in Sec. V.
Figure 8 shows the difference between the reconstructed
and the true value of q2 divided by the true q2 on simulated
events. No significant bias is observed and an average
resolution of 1.2 GeV2=c4 is obtained. The relative q2
resolution is 18% full-width half-maximum. The slight
asymmetry is due to the presence at low q2 of a tail of
reconstructed q2 below the kinematical limit for true q2.
2. Reconstruction assuming a double-charm
origin for the candidate
A full kinematic reconstruction of the B decay chain
specifically adapted to two-body double-charm B decays
provides additional discrimination. After the detached-
vertex requirement, the main source of background candi-
dates is attributed to decays of the form B→ D−Dþs ðXÞ,
with Dþs → 3πN, N being a system of unreconstructed
neutral particles. For these decays, the missing information
is due to a neutral system of unknown mass originating
from the Dþs decay vertex, i.e. four unknowns. The
measurements of the B0 and Dþs lines of flight, providing
four constraints, together with the known B0 mass, are
sufficient to reconstruct the full decay kinematics
jp⃗BjuˆB ¼ jp⃗Dþs juˆDþs þ p⃗D− : ð9Þ
This equation assumes the absence of any other particles in
the B decay. It is however also valid when an additional
particle is aligned with the Dþs momentum direction, as in
the case of B0 → D− Dþs , where the soft photon emitted
in theDþs decay has a very low momentum in the direction
transverse to that of the Dþs momentum. It is also a good
approximation for quasi-two-body B0 decays to D− and
higher excitations of the Dþs meson. This equation can be
solved with two mathematically equivalent ways, through a
vectorial or scalar product methods, noted v and s respec-
tively. This equivalence does not hold in the presence of
extra particles. This difference is used to provide some
further discrimination between signal and nonisolated
backgrounds. The magnitudes of the momenta obtained
for each method are:
PB;v ¼
jp⃗D− × uˆDþs j
juˆB × uˆDþs j
; ð10aÞ
PB;s ¼
p⃗D− · uˆB − ðp⃗D− · uˆDþs ÞðuˆB · uˆDþs Þ
1 − ðuˆB · uˆDþs Þ2
; ð10bÞ
for the B0 momentum, and
PDs;v ¼
jp⃗D− × uˆBj
juˆDþs × uˆBj
; ð11aÞ
PDs;s ¼
ðp⃗D− · uˆBÞðuˆB · uˆDþs Þ − p⃗D− · uˆDþs
1 − ðuˆB · uˆDþs Þ2
; ð11bÞ
for the Dþs momentum.
Since this partial reconstruction works without imposing
a mass to the 3πN system, the reconstructed 3πN mass
can be used as a discriminating variable. Figure 9 shows
the 3πN mass distribution obtained on a sample enriched in
B→ D−Dþs ðXÞ decays, withDþs → 3πN, by means of the
output of the MVA (see Sec. III F). A peaking structure
originating fromDþs andDþs decays is also present around
2000 MeV=c2. Due to the presence of two neutrinos at
different vertices, signal decays are not handled as well by
this partial reconstruction method, which therefore provides
a useful discrimination between signal and background due
to B→ D−Dþs ðXÞ decays. However, this method cannot
discriminate the signal from double-charmbackgrounds due
to B → D−D0ðXÞ and B→ D−DþðXÞ decays, where two
kaons are missing at the B0 and 3π vertices.
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FIG. 8. Difference between the reconstructed and true q2
variables divided by the true q2, observed in the B0 →
D−τþντ simulated signal sample after partial reconstruction.
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F. Multivariate analysis
Three features are used to reject the double-charm
background: the different resonant structures of τþ →
3πν¯τ and Dþs → 3πX decays, the neutral isolation and
the different kinematic properties of signal and background
candidates. The latter feature is exploited by using the
reconstruction techniques described in Sec. III E.
To suppress double-charm background, a set of 18
variables is used as input to a MVA based upon a boosted
decision tree (BDT) [44,45]. This set is as follows:
the output variables of the neutral isolation algorithm;
momenta, masses and quality of the reconstruction of the
decay chain under the signal and background hypotheses;
the masses of oppositely charged pion pairs, the energy
and the flight distance in the transverse plane of the 3π
system; the mass of the six-charged-tracks system. The
BDT is trained using simulated samples of signal and
double-charm background decays. Figure 10 shows the
normalized distributions of the four input variables
having the largest discriminating power for signal
and background: the minimum and maximum of the
masses of oppositely charged pions, min½mðπþπ−Þ and
max½mðπþπ−Þ; the neutrino momentum, approximated as
the difference of the modulus of the momentum of the B0
and the sum of the moduli of the momenta of D− and τ
reconstructed in the signal hypothesis; and theD−3π mass.
The BDT response for signal and background is illustrated
in Fig. 11.
The B → D−Dþs ðXÞ, B → D−D0ðXÞ and B →
D−DþðXÞ control samples, described in Sec. IV, are used
to validate the BDT. Good agreement between simulation
and control samples is observed both for the BDT response
and the distributions of the input variables.
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FIG. 10. Normalized distributions of (a) min½mðπþπ−Þ, (b) max½mðπþπ−Þ, (c) approximated neutrino momentum reconstructed in
the signal hypothesis, and (d) the D−3π mass in simulated samples.
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background simulated samples.
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The signal yield is determined from candidates in the
region where the BDT output is greater than −0.075.
According to simulation, this value gives the best statistical
power in the determination of the signal yield. Candidates
with the BDT output less than −0.075 are highly enriched
in Dþs decays and contain very little signal, as shown in
Fig. 11, and represent about half of the total data sample.
They are used to validate the simulation of the various
components in Dþs → 3πX decays used in the parametri-
zation of the templates entering in the fit that determines the
signal yield, as explained in Sec. IVA. No BDT cut is
applied in the selection for the normalization channel.
G. Composition of the selected sample
and selection efficiencies
Figure 12 shows the composition of an inclusive sample of
simulated events, generated by requiring that a D− meson
and a 3π system are both part of the decay chain of a b b¯ pair
produced in a proton-proton collision before the detached-
vertex requirement, at the level of the signal fit, and with a
tighter cut corresponding to the last three BDT bins of
Fig. 16. In the histograms, the first bin corresponds to the
signal, representing only 1% of the candidates at the initial
stage, and the second bin to prompt candidates, where the 3π
system originates from the b -hadron decay. It constitutes by
far the largest initial background source. The following three
bins correspond to caseswhere the3π systemoriginates from
the decay of aDþs ,D0 orDþ meson, respectively. The plot in
the middle corresponds to the BDT output greater than
−0.075 used in the analysis to define the sample in which the
signal determination takes place.One can see the suppression
of the prompt background due to the detached-vertex
requirement, and the dominance of the Dþs background.
The bottom plot shows for illustration the sample compo-
sitionwith the harderBDToutput cut. TheDþs contribution is
now suppressed as well. The signal fraction represents about
25% at this stage. Figure 12 also allows contributions due to
decays of other b hadrons to be compared with those of B0
mesons. Table II presents the efficiency of the various
selection steps, both for signal and normalization channels.
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FIG. 12. Composition of an inclusive simulated sample where a D− and a 3π system have been produced in the decay chain of a b b¯
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yellow for other b hadrons): from signal; directly from the b hadron (prompt); from a charm parent Dþs , D0, or Dþ meson; 3π from a B
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entering the signal fit. (Bottom) For candidates populating the last 3 bins of the BDT distribution (cf. Fig. 16).
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The signal efficiency is computed from the efficiencies and
abundances of the 3π and 3π π0 channels.
IV. STUDY OF DOUBLE-CHARM CANDIDATES
The fit that determines the signal yield uses templates that
are taken from simulation. It is therefore of paramount
importance to verify the agreement between data and
simulation for the remaining background processes.
Control samples from data are used wherever possible for
this purpose. The relative contributions of double-charm
backgrounds and their q2 distributions from simulation are
validated, and corrected where appropriate, by using data
control samples enriched in such processes. Inclusive decays
ofD0,Dþ andDþs mesons to 3π are also studied in this way.
A. The D +s decay model
The branching fraction of Dþs meson decays with a 3π
system in the final state, denoted as Dþs → 3πX is about 15
times larger than that of the exclusiveDþs → 3π decay. This
is due to the large contributions from decays involving
intermediate states such as K0S, η, η
0, ϕ, and ω, which are
generically denoted with the symbolR in the following. The
branching fractions of processes of the typeDþs → Rπþ are
well known, but large uncertainties exist for several decays,
such as Dþs → Rð→ πþπ−XÞπþπ0 and Dþs → R3π.
The τ lepton decays through the a1ð1260Þþ resonance,
which leads to the ρ0πþ final state [36]. The dominant source
of ρ0 resonances inDþs decays is due to η0 → ρ0γ decays. It is
therefore crucial to control the η0 contribution inDþs decays
very accurately. The η0 contribution in the min½mðπþπ−Þ
distribution, obtained from simulation, is shown in Fig. 13. It
exhibits a double peaking structure: at low mass, due to the
endpoint of phase space for the charged pion pair in the
η → πþπ−π0 and η0 → ηπþπ− decays and, at higher mass, a
ρ0 peak. The shape of this contribution is precisely known
since the η0 branching fractions are known to better than 2%.
The precise measurement on data of the low-mass excess,
which consists only of η0 and η candidates, therefore enables
the control of the η0 contribution in the sensitive ρ region.
The Dþs → 3πX decay model is determined from a data
sample enriched in B → D−Dþs ðXÞ decays by requiring a
low value of the BDT output. The distributions of
min½mðπþπ−Þ and max½mðπþπ−Þ, of the mass of the
same-charge pions, mðπþπþÞ, and of the mass of the 3π
system,mð3πÞ, are simultaneously fit with amodel obtained
from simulation. The fit model is constructed from the
following components:
(i) Dþs decays where at least one pion originates from
the decay of an η meson; the Dþs → ηπþ and Dþs →
ηρþ components are in this category.
(ii) Dþs decays where, in analogy with the previous
category, an η0 meson is involved.
(iii) Dþs decays where at least one pion originates from
an intermediate resonance other than η or η0; these
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FIG. 13. Distributions of (a) min½mðπþπ−Þ, (b) max½mðπþπ−Þ, (c) mðπþπþÞ, (d) mðπþπ−πþÞ for a sample enriched in B →
D−Dþs ðXÞ decays, obtained by requiring the BDT output below a certain threshold. The different fit components correspond to Dþs
decays with (red) η or (green) η0 in the final state, (yellow) all the other considered Dþs decays, and (blue) backgrounds originating from
decays not involving the Dþs meson.
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are then subdivided into Rπþ and Rρþ final states;
these decays are dominated by R ¼ ω, ϕ resonances.
(iv) Other Dþs decays, where none of the three pions
originates from an intermediate state; these are then
subdivided into K03π, η3π, η03π, ω3π, ϕ3π,
τþð→ 3πðNÞν¯τÞντ, and 3π nonresonant final states,
Xnr. Regarding the tauonic Dþs → τþντ decay, the
labelN stands for any potential extra neutral particle.
Templates for each category and for the non-Dþs candidates
are determined from B→ D−Dþs ðXÞ and B→ D−3πX
simulation samples, respectively. Figure 13 shows the fit
results for the four variables. The fit measures the η
and η0 inclusive fractions very precisely because, in the
min½mðπþπ−Þ histogram, the low-mass peak is the sum of
the η and η0 contributions, while only the η0 meson contributes
to the ρ0 region. The ratio between decays with a πþ and a ρþ
meson in the final state is not precisely determined because of
the limited sensitivity of the fit variables to the presence of the
extra π0. The sensitivity only comes from the low-yield
high-mass tail of the 3π mass distribution which exhibits
different endpoints for these two types of decays. Finally, the
kinematical endpoints of the 3π mass for each R3π final state
enable the fit to determine their individual contributions,
which are presently either poorlymeasured or notmeasured at
all. TheDþs → ϕ3π andDþs → τþð→ 3πðNÞν¯τÞντ branching
fractions, known with a 10% precision, are fixed to their
measured values [46].
The fit is in good agreement with the data, especially in
the critical min½mðπþπ−Þ distribution. The χ2 per degree of
freedom of each fit is 0.91, 1.25, 1.1 and 1.45 for each
histogram, respectively, when taking into account the
simulation sample size. The fit parameters and their ratios,
with values from simulation, are reported in Table III.
These are used to correct the corresponding contributions
from simulation. In the final fit performed in the high BDT
output region, the shape of each contribution is scaled
according to the ratio of candidates in the two BDT regions,
which is taken from simulation.
The fit determines that ð47.3 2.5Þ% of the Dþs decays
in this sample contain η and η0 mesons with an additional
charged pion, ð20.6 4.0Þ% contain ϕ and ω mesons with
an additional charged pion and ð32.1 4.0Þ% are due to
R3π modes. This last contribution is dominated by the η3π
and η03π modes. The large weighting factors observed in
this Dþs decay-model fit correspond to channels whose
branching fractions are not precisely known.
B. The B → D−D +s ðXÞ control sample
Candidates where theDþs meson decays exclusively to the
πþπ−πþ final state give a pure sample of B→ D−Dþs ðXÞ
decays. This sample includes three types of processes3:
(i) B0 → D−Dð;Þþs decays, where a neutral particle is
emitted in the decay of the excited states of the Dþs
meson. The corresponding q2 distribution peaks at
the squared mass, ðpB0 − pD−Þ2, of the given states.
(ii) B0s → D−Dþs X decays, where at least one additional
particle is missing. This category contains feed-
down from excited states, both for D− or Dþs
mesons. The q2 distribution is shifted to higher
values.
(iii) B0;− → D−Dþs X0;− decays, where at least one addi-
tional particle originates from either the B0;− decay,
or the deexcitation of charm-meson resonances of
higher mass, that results in a D− meson in the final
state. These additional missing particles shift the q2
distribution to even higher values.
The B→ D−Dþs ðXÞ control sample is used to evaluate
the agreement between data and simulation, by performing
a fit to the distribution of the mass of the D−3π system,
mðD−3πÞ. The fitting probability density function P is
parametrized as
P ¼ fc:b:Pc:b: þ
ð1 − fc:b:Þ
k
X
j
fjPj; ð12Þ
where i; j ¼ fDþs ;Dþs ;Dþs0 ;Dþs1;Dþs X; ðDþs XÞsg and
k ¼Pifi. The fraction of combinatorial background,
fc:b:, is fixed in the fit. Its shape is taken from a sample
where the D− meson and the 3π system have the same
charge. Each component i is described by the probability
density functionPi, whose shapes are taken from simulation.
TABLE III. Results of the fit to the Dþs decay model. The
relative contribution of each decay and the correction to be
applied to the simulation are reported in the second and third
columns, respectively.
Dþs decay
Relative
contribution
Correction
to simulation
ηπþðXÞ 0.156 0.010
ηρþ 0.109 0.016 0.88 0.13
ηπþ 0.047 0.014 0.75 0.23
η0πþðXÞ 0.317 0.015
η0ρþ 0.179 0.016 0.710 0.063
η0πþ 0.138 0.015 0.808 0.088
ϕπþðXÞ;ωπþðXÞ 0.206 0.02
ϕρþ;ωρþ 0.043 0.022 0.28 0.14
ϕπþ;ωπþ 0.163 0.021 1.588 0.208
η3π 0.104 0.021 1.81 0.36
η03π 0.0835 0.0102 5.39 0.66
ω3π 0.0415 0.0122 5.19 1.53
K03π 0.0204 0.0139 1.0 0.7
ϕ3π 0.0141 0.97
τþð→ 3πðNÞν¯τÞντ 0.0135 0.97
Xnr3π 0.038 0.005 6.69 0.94
3In this section, D and Ds are used to refer to any higher-
mass excitations of D− or Dþs mesons decaying to D− and Dþs
ground states.
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The parameters fi are the relative yields of B0 → D−Dþs ,
B0 → D−Ds0ð2317Þþ, B0 → D−Ds1ð2460Þþ, B0;þ →
D−Dþs X and B0s → D−Dþs X decays with respect to the
number ofB0 → D−Dþs candidates. They are floating in the
fit, and fDþs ¼ 1 by definition.
The fit results are shown in Fig. 14 and reported in
Table IV, where a comparison with the corresponding
values in the simulation is also given, along with their
ratios. The measured ratios, including the uncertainties and
correlations, are used to constrain these contributions in the
final fit. The large weighting factors observed in this fit
correspond to channels whose branching fractions are not
precisely known.
C. The B→ D−D0ðXÞ and B → D−D+ ðXÞ
control samples
The decays of D0 and Dþ mesons into final states with
three pions are dominated by the D0;þ → K−;03πðπ0Þ
modes, whose subresonant structure is known. The agree-
ment between data and simulation is validated in theD0 case
by using a control sample. The isolation algorithm identifies
a kaon with charge opposite to the total charge of the 3π
system, and compatible with originating from the 3π vertex.
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FIG. 14. Results from the fit to data for candidates containing aD− Dþs pair, whereDþs → 3π. The fit components are described in the
legend. The figures correspond to the fit projection on (a) mðD−3πÞ, (b) q2, (c) 3π decay time tτ and (d) BDT output distributions.
TABLE IV. Relative fractions of the various components
obtained from the fit to the B → D−Dþs ðXÞ control sample.
The values used in the simulation and the ratio of the two are also
shown.
Parameter Simulation Fit Ratio
fc:b:    0.014   
fDþs 0.54 0.594 0.041 1.10 0.08
fDþs0 0.08 0.000
þ0.040
−0.000 0.00
þ0.50
−0.00
fDþs1 0.39 0.365 0.053 0.94 0.14
fDþs X 0.22 0.416 0.069 1.89 0.31
fðDþs XÞs 0.23 0.093 0.027 0.40 0.12
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FIG. 15. Distribution of q2 for candidates in the B →
D−D0ðXÞ control sample, after correcting for the disagreement
between data and simulation.
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The mass of the K−3π system must be compatible with the
knownD0 mass. Disagreement between data and simulation
is found in the q2 and D− D0 mass distributions and
corrected for. Figure 15 shows the q2 distribution after this
correction.
A pure sample of B → D−DþðXÞ decays is obtained by
inverting the PID requirements on the negative pion of the
3π system, assigning to this particle the kaon mass and
selecting 3π candidates with mass compatible with the
knownDþ mass. As in the B → D−D0ðXÞ control sample,
disagreement between data and simulation is found. The
limited size of this sample does not allow the determination
of a specific correction. The same correction found in the
B → D−D0ðXÞ case is therefore applied, since the dom-
inant decay B→ D−DK is identical for both cases.
V. DETERMINATION OF THE SIGNAL YIELD
The yield of B0 → D−τþντ decays is determined from a
three-dimensional binned maximum likelihood fit to the
distributions of q2, 3π decay time, and BDT output. Signal
and background templates are produced with eight bins in
q2, eight bins in tτ, and four bins in the BDT output, from
the corresponding simulation samples. The model used to
fit the data is summarized in Table V. In the table,
(i) Nsig is a free parameter accounting for the yield of
signal candidates.
(ii) fτ→3πν is the fraction of τþ → 3πν¯τ signal candidates
with respect to the sum of the τþ → 3πν¯τ and τþ →
3ππ0ν¯τ components. This parameter is fixed to 0.78,
according to the different branching fractions and
efficiencies of the two modes.
(iii) fDτν, fixed to 0.11, is the ratio of the yield of B →
Dτþντ decay candidates to the signal decays. This
yield is computed assuming that the ratio of the
decay rates lies between the ratio of available phase
space (0.18) and the predictions of Ref. [47] (0.06)
and taking into account the relative efficiencies of
the different channels.
(iv) NsvD0 is the yield of B → D
−D0X decays where the
three pions originate from the same vertex (SV) as
theD0 vertex. TheD0 → Kþπ−πþπ−ðπ0Þ decays are
reconstructed by recovering a charged kaon pointing
to the 3π vertex in nonisolated events. The exclusive
D0 → Kþπ−πþπ− peak is used to apply a 5%
Gaussian constraint to this parameter, accounting
for the knowledge of the efficiency in finding the
additional kaon.
(v) fv1v2
D0
is the ratio of B → D−D0X decays where at
least one pion originates from the D0 vertex and the
other pion(s) from a different vertex, normalized to
Nsv
D0
. This is the case when the soft pion from a D−
decay is reconstructed as it was produced at the 3π
vertex.
(vi) fDþ is the ratio of B → D−DþX decays with
respect to those containing a Dþs meson.
(vii) NDs is the yield of events involving a D
þ
s . The
parameters fDþs , fDþs0 , fDþs1 , fDþs X, fðDþs XÞs and k,
defined in Sec. IV B, are used after correcting for
efficiency.
(viii) NB→D3πX is the yield of B → D−3πX events where
the three pions come from the B vertex. This value is
constrained by using the observed ratio between
B0 → D−3π exclusive and B→ D−3πX inclusive
decays, corrected for efficiency.
(ix) NB1B2 is the yield of combinatorial background
events where the D− and the 3π system come from
different B decays. Its yield is fixed by using the
yield of wrong-sign events D−π−πþπ− in the
region mðD−π−πþπ−Þ > 5.1 GeV=c2.
(x) NnotD is the combinatorial background yield with a
fake D−. Its value is fixed by using the number of
events in the D¯0 mass sidebands of the D− →
D¯0π− decay.
A. Fit results
The results of the three-dimensional fit are shown in
Table VI and Fig. 16. A raw number of 1336 decays
translates into a yield of Nsig ¼ 1296 86 B0 → D−τþντ
decays, after a correction of −3% due to a fit bias is applied,
as detailed below. Figure 17 shows the results of the fit in
bins of the BDT output. The two most discriminant
variables of the BDT response are the variables
min½mðπþπ−Þ and mðD−3πÞ. Figure 18 shows the fit
results projected onto these variables. A good agreement
with data and the post-fit model is found. The fit χ2 is 1.15
per degree of freedom, after taking into account the
statistical fluctuation in the simulation templates, and 1.8
TABLE V. Summary of fit components and their corresponding
normalization parameters. The first three components correspond
to parameters related to the signal.
Fit component Normalization
B0 → D−τþð→ 3πν¯τÞντ Nsig × fτ→3πν
B0 → D−τþð→ 3ππ0ν¯τÞντ Nsig × ð1 − fτ→3πνÞ
B → Dτþντ Nsig × fDτν
B → D−DþX fDþ × NDs
B → D−D0X different vertices fv1v2
D0
× Nsv
D0
B → D−D0X same vertex Nsv
D0
B0 → D−Dþs NDs × fDþs =k
B0 → D−Dþs NDs × 1=k
B0 → D−Ds0ð2317Þþ NDs × fDþs0 =k
B0 → D−Ds1ð2460Þþ NDs × fDþs1=k
B0;þ → DDþs X NDs × fDþs X=k
B0s → D−Dþs X NDs × fðDþs XÞs =k
B → D−3πX NB→D3πX
B1B2 combinatorics NB1B2
Combinatoric D− NnotD
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without. Due to the limited size of the simulation samples
used to build the templates (the need to use templates from
inclusive b -hadron decays requires extremely large sim-
ulation samples), the existence of empty bins in the
templates introduces potential biases in the determination
of the signal yield that must be taken into account. To study
this effect, a method based on the use of kernel density
estimators (KDE) [48] is used. For each simulated sample,
a three-dimensional density function is produced. Each
KDE is then transformed in a three-dimensional template,
where bins that were previously empty may now be filled.
These new templates are used to build a smoothed fit
model. The fit is repeated with different signal yield
hypotheses. The results show that a bias is observed for
low values of the generated signal yield that decreases
when the generated signal yield increases. For the value
found by the nominal fit, a bias ofþ40 decays is found, and
is used to correct the fit result.
The statistical contribution to the total uncertainty is
determined by performing a second fit where the param-
eters governing the templates shapes of the double-charmed
decays, fDþs , fDþs0 , fDþs1 , fDþs X, fðDþs XÞs and f
v1v2
D0
, are fixed
to the values obtained in the first fit. The quadratic
difference between the uncertainties provided by the two
fits is taken as systematic uncertainty due to the knowledge
of the B → D−Dþs X and B → D−D0X decay models, and
reported in Table VII.
VI. DETERMINATION OF
NORMALIZATION YIELD
Figure 7 shows the D−3π mass after the selection of
the normalization sample. A clear B0 signal peak is seen.
In order to determine the normalization yield, a fit is
performed in the region between 5150 and 5400 MeV=c2.
The signal component is described by the sum of a
Gaussian function and a Crystal Ball function [49]. An
exponential function is used to describe the background.
The result of the fit is shown in Fig. 19. The yield obtained
is 17808 143.
The fit is also performed with alternative configurations,
namely with a different fit range or requiring the common
mean value of the signal functions to be the same in the 7
and 8 TeV data samples. The maximum differences
between signal yields in alternative and nominal configu-
rations are 14 and 62 for the 7 and 8 TeV data samples,
respectively, and are used to assign systematic uncertainties
to the normalization yields.
Figure 20 shows the mð3πÞ distribution for candidates
with D−3π mass between 5200 and 5350 MeV=c2 for the
full data sample. The spectrum is dominated by the
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TABLE VI. Fit results for the three-dimensional fit. The
constraints on the parameters fDþs , fDþs0 , fDþs1 , fDþs X and
fðDþs XÞs are applied taking into account their correlations.
Parameter Fit result Constraint
Nsig 1296 86
fτ→3πν 0.78 0.78 (fixed)
fDτν 0.11 0.11 (fixed)
Nsv
D0
445 22 445 22
fv1v2
D0
0.41 0.22
NDs 6835 166
fDþ 0.245 0.020
NB→D3πX 424 21 443 22
fDþs 0.494 0.028 0.467 0.032
fDþs0 0
þ0.010
−0.000 0
þ0.042
−0.000
fDþs1 0.384 0.044 0.444 0.064
fDþs X 0.836 0.077 0.647 0.107
fðDþs XÞs 0.159 0.034 0.138 0.040
NB1B2 197 197 (fixed)
NnotD 243 243 (fixed)
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a1ð1260Þþ resonance but also a smaller peak due to
the Dþs → 3π decay is visible and is subtracted. A fit with
the sum of a Gaussian function modeling the Dþs mass
peak, and an exponential describing the combinatorial
background, is performed to estimate this Dþs contribution,
giving 151 22 candidates. As a result, the number of
normalization decays in the full data sample is Nnorm ¼
17 660 143ðstatÞ  64ðsystÞ  22ðsubÞ, where the third
uncertainty is due to the subtraction of the B0 → D−Dþs
component.
VII. DETERMINATION OF KðD− Þ
The result
KðD−Þ ¼ 1.97 0.13ðstatÞ  0.18ðsystÞ;
is obtained using Eq. (3). The ratio of efficiencies between
the signal and normalization modes, shown in Table II,
differs from unity due to the softer momentum spectrum of
the signal particles and the correspondingly lower trigger
efficiency. The effective sum of the branching fractions for
the τþ → 3πν¯τ and τþ → 3ππ0ν¯τ decays is ð13.81
0.07Þ% [46]. This includes the 3π mode (without K0), a
very small feed-down from τ five-prong decays, the 3π π0
mode (withoutK0), and only 50% of the 3π π0 π0 mode due
to the smaller efficiency of this decay mode. This latter
contribution results in a 1% correction (see Sec. VIII A).
Finally, a correction factor 1.056 0.025 is applied when
computing KðD−Þ in order to account for residual effi-
ciency discrepancies between data and simulation regard-
ing PID and trigger. The event multiplicity, measured by
the scintillating-pad detector, affects the efficiency for the
fraction of the data sample which is triggered at the
hardware trigger level by particles in the event other than
those from the D−τþντ candidate. An imperfect descrip-
tion of this multiplicity in the simulation does not cancel
completely inKðD−Þ. The correction factor also includes a
small feed-down contribution from B0s → D−s τþντ
decays, where D−s → D−K0, that is taken into account
according to simulation.
As a further check of the analysis, measurements of
KðD−Þ are performed in mutually exclusive subsamples,
obtained by requiring different trigger conditions and
center-of-mass energies. All of these results are found to
be compatible with the result obtained with the full sample.
Changing the requirement on the minimal BDT output
value, as well as the bounds of the nuisance parameters,
does not change the final result.
VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The systematic uncertainties on KðD−Þ are subdivided
into four categories: the knowledge of the signal model,
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including τ decay models; the modeling of the various
background sources; possible biases in the fit procedure
due to the limited size of the simulated samples; and trigger
selection efficiencies, external inputs and particle identi-
fication efficiency. Table VII summarizes the results.
A. Signal model uncertainties
The uncertainty in the relative proportion of signal events
in the mode τþ → 3πν¯τ and τþ → 3ππ0ν¯τ affects the fit
results. Taking into account the relative efficiencies, an
uncertainty of 0.01 is assigned to fτ→3πν. A fit is performed
with this fraction constrained to 0.78 0.01 using a
Gaussian function. A second fit is done fixing the fraction
to the value found by the first fit. The squared difference
between the uncertainties of the two fits is taken as the
systematic uncertainty due to the signal composition,
resulting in a 0.7% systematic uncertainty.
To estimate the systematic uncertainty due to the knowl-
edge of the B0 → D−τþντ form factors, a study based on
pseudoexperiments is performed. A total of 100 fits to
generated samples is done by varying the values of the
parameters R1ð1Þ, R2ð1Þ and ρ2 of Ref. [2] which govern
the fraction of each spin configuration in the form-factor
templates. The parameters are varied according to a
multivariate Gaussian distribution using their uncertainties
and correlations. The parameter R0ð1Þ ¼ 1.14 0.11 is
varied under the conservative assumption that it is not
correlated with the other parameters. A systematic uncer-
tainty of 0.7% on the signal yield is obtained by taking the
standard deviation of the distribution of the fitted signal
yields.
A value of 1% systematic uncertainty of the efficiency
due to the form factor reweighting is computed by repeat-
ing the fit without it.
The effect of the τ polarization is studied separately for
τþ → 3πν¯τ and τþ → 3ππ0ν¯τ decays. Due to the a1ð1260Þþ
dominance observed in the τþ → 3πν¯τ decay, the sensi-
tivity of the 3π momenta to the polarization is negligible
and therefore no systematic uncertainty is assigned due to
this effect. For the τþ → 3ππ0ν¯τ decay mode, the signal is
simulated in two configurations: using either the TAUOLA
[50] model or a pure phase-space model. The effect of the τ
polarization is evaluated by multiplying the efficiency by
the ratio of the distributions of the cosine of α (the angle
between the 3π momentum in the τ rest frame and the τ
direction in the laboratory frame) generated with the two
configurations. This produces a relative change in the
efficiency of 1.5%. This value, scaled by the relative
fraction of the τþ → 3ππ0ν¯τ component with respect to
the total, gives a systematic uncertainty of 0.4%.
Other τ decays could contribute to the signal yield. They
are either decays with three charged tracks in the final states
(Kþπ− πþ, KþK−πþ, πþ π− πþ π0 π0) or five charged
tracks, all of them having very small branching fractions
compared to the τþ → 3πðπ0Þν¯τ decay mode. The study of
a dedicated simulation sample with inclusive τ decays
indicates an effect of 1% that is taken as a systematic
uncertainty.
The B → Dτντ fraction used for the nominal fit, 0.11,
is assigned a 40% uncertainty, based on the results of an
auxiliary study of B− → D1ð2420Þ0τþντ decays, where
D1ð2420Þ0 → D−πþ. These results give a systematic
uncertainty on the signal yield of 2.3%.
An additional systematic uncertainty of 1.5% due to the
feed-down from B0s → Ds τþντ decays is assigned, under
the assumption that the yield of these decays in the
simulation has an uncertainty of 50%, determined to be
the upper limit from a study performed on simulated data.
B. Background-related systematic uncertainties
This section lists the systematic uncertainties due to the
modeling of different background sources, such as the Dþs
decaymodel, double-charm and combinatorial contributions.
Candidates in the low BDT output region are used to
correct the composition of Dþs decays in simulation. From
the fit to this data sample corrections are obtained, which
are used to generate 1000 alternative Dþs templates for
each Dþs component in the nominal three-dimensional
fit. Each alternative template is produced by varying the
nominal template accounting for the uncertainty and
correlations between the Dþs subcomponents according
to a Gaussian distribution. These alternative templates
are employed to refit the model to the data. The difference
between the signal yield of the alternative and the nominal
fits, divided by the yield of the nominal fit, is fitted with a
Gaussian function and a systematic uncertainty of 2.5% is
determined.
The mass variables that are expected to be significantly
correlated with the fit variables q2 and BDT, aremðD−3πÞ,
mð3πÞ, min½mðπþπ−Þ, max½mðπþπ−Þ andmðπþπþÞ.4 The
corresponding effect on the fit result of these variables is
empirically studied by varying the distributions using a
quadratic interpolation method: for each template, two
alternative templates are produced, with a variation of
1σ. Then, the fit enables the interpolation between the
nominal and the alternative templates to be made with a
linear weight. Each nuisance parameter is allowed to float
in the range ½−1;þ1 and a loose Gaussian constraint with
σ ¼ 1 is included. This method is used to compute
systematic uncertainties due to the knowledge of the shape
of the templates. The corresponding systematic uncertainty
is 2.9%. A systematic uncertainty of 2.6% arises due to the
composition of the B → D−Dþs ðXÞ and B→ D−D0ðXÞ
decays, as discussed in Sec. IV. The use of theDþs exclusive
4Only mðD−3πÞ is considered for the D−Dþs case, since the
effect of the other three variables is included in the systematic
uncertainty due to the Dþs decay model.
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reconstruction in 3π helps to limit the size of this
uncertainty.
The systematic uncertainty due to the knowledge of the
shape of the residual prompt background component is
estimated by applying the same interpolation technique to
the corresponding template. When combined with the
knowledge of the normalization of this background, this
gives an overall uncertainty of 2.8%.
The same method is again used to assess the systematic
uncertainty due to the shape of the combinatorial back-
ground. The change in the signal yield provides a system-
atic uncertainty of 0.7%.
Another systematic uncertainty is due to the normaliza-
tion of this background. This uncertainty is computed by
performing the fit with a 30% Gaussian constraint around
the nominal value. The resulting difference with respect to
the nominal fit is 0.1%, which is assigned as systematic
uncertainty. This uncertainty has a negligible effect on the
total systematic uncertainty associated with the shape of the
combinatorial background.
C. Fit-related systematic uncertainties
To assess the systematic uncertainty relative to the bias
due to empty bins in the templates used in the fit, the study
performed using the KDE method is repeated implement-
ing different smoothing parameters. A difference in the
signal yield of 1.3% is assigned as the systematic uncer-
tainty due to the bias observed in the fit.
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty due to the
limited size of the simulated samples, a bootstrap method is
used. Each template from the nominal model is used to
produce new templates sampled from the originals by using
a bootstrap procedure based on random selection with
replacement, varied bin-by-bin according to a Poisson
distribution. This procedure is repeated 500 times. A
Gaussian fit to the distributions of signal yields provides
a 4.1% effect taken as the systematic uncertainty due to the
limited size of the simulated samples.
D. Uncertainties related to the selection
In this section systematic uncertainties related to the
selection criteria are discussed. Such uncertainties stem
from the choice of the trigger strategy, the online and
offline selection of the candidates, the normalization and
external inputs, and the efficiency of the PID criteria.
The trigger efficiency is studied on data using the fraction
of the events where the trigger was fired by particles other
than the six tracks forming the signal candidate, as a function
of the two most important variables in this analysis, tτ and
mðD−3πÞ, the latter being highly correlated with q2.
Corrections on the tτ and mðD−3πÞ distributions due to
different trigger efficiency between data and simulation are
applied. This gives a change in the number of signal
candidates of 1.0% for the tτ and 0.7% for the mðD−3πÞ
corrections. The sum in quadrature of these two
contributions, taken as systematic uncertainty related to
the trigger efficiency, is 1.2%.
An additional 1% systematic uncertainty arises from a
mismatch between data and simulation in the occupancy of
the event.
The relative efficiency between the signal and the
normalization channels is precisely determined from simu-
lated samples. Discrepancies between data and simulation,
due to online and offline selection criteria, introduce a 2%
of systematic uncertainty for both.
A 1% systematic uncertainty is assigned on the charged
isolation criterion, due to differences observed between the
B0 → D−τþντ and the B0 → D−3π simulations.
All selection criteria, except the detached-vertex top-
ology requirement, are common to the signal and normali-
zation decays. The corresponding efficiencies are therefore
directly determined from data by fitting the number of
events in the B0 → D−3π mass peak before and after each
selection, and no systematic uncertainty is assigned. To
compute the systematic uncertainty attributed to the knowl-
edge of the relative efficiencies corresponding to the
different signal and normalization vertex topologies, the
vertex position uncertainty distribution is split into three
regions: between −4σ and −2σ, between −2σ and 2σ and
between 2σ and 4σ, where σ is the reconstructed uncer-
tainty on the distance along the beam line of the B0 and 3π
vertices. Then a ratio between the number of candidates in
the outer regions and the number of candidates in the inner
region is computed for the candidates which have
mðD−3πÞ in the exclusive B0 → D−3π peak. The same
procedure is performed for the candidates outside the B0 →
D−3π peak, which exhibit a signal-like behavior. The
procedure is repeated for data, and the ratio between data
and simulation gives rise to a 2% systematic uncertainty.
The simulation is corrected in order to match the
performance of PID criteria measured in data. Correction
factors are applied in bins of momentum, pseudorapidity
and global event multiplicity, after having adjusted the
simulated event multiplicity to that observed using real
data. To assess the systematic uncertainty due to the choice
of the binning scheme used to correct simulation, two new
schemes are derived from the default with half and twice
the number of bins, the default configuration consisting of
fifteen bins in momentum, seven in pseudorapidity and
three in the global event multiplicity. The correction
procedure is repeated with these two alternate schemes,
leading to a systematic uncertainty related to PID of 1.3%.
The normalization channel consists of exactly the same
final state as the signal. In this way, differences between
data and simulation are minimized. The systematic uncer-
tainty in the normalization yield is determined to be equal
to 1%. The statistical uncertainty attributed to the normali-
zation yield is included in the statistical uncertainty quoted
for each result in this paper. Differences between data and
simulation in the modeling of the B0 → D−3π decay
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impact the efficiency of the normalization channel and
result in a 2.0% systematic uncertainty on KðD−Þ.
The branching fraction for the normalization channel,
obtained by averaging the measurements of Refs. [22–24],
has an uncertainty of 3.9%. A 2.0% uncertainty arising
from the knowledge of the B0 → D−μþνμ branching
fraction is added in quadrature to obtain a 4.5% total
uncertainty on RðD−Þ due to external inputs.
E. Summary of systematic uncertainties
Table VII summarizes the systematic uncertainties on the
measurement of the ratio BðB0 → D−τþντÞ=BðB0 →
D−3πÞ. The total uncertainty is 9.1%. For RðD−Þ, a
4.5% systematic uncertainty due to the knowledge of the
external branching fractions is added.
IX. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the ratio of branching fractions between
the B0 → D−τþντ and the B0 → D−3π decays is
measured to be
KðD−Þ ¼ 1.97 0.13ðstatÞ  0.18ðsystÞ;
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second
systematic. Using the branching fraction BðB0 →
D−3πÞ ¼ ð7.214 0.28Þ × 10−3 from the weighted aver-
age of the measurements by the LHCb [22], BABAR [23],
and Belle [24] Collaborations, a value of the absolute
branching fraction of the B0 → D−τþντ decay is obtained
BðB0 → D−τþντÞ ¼ ð1.42 0.094ðstatÞ  0.129ðsystÞ
 0.054ðextÞÞ × 10−2;
where the third uncertainty originates from the limited
knowledge of the branching fraction of the normalization
mode. The precision of this measurement is comparable to
that of the current world average of Ref. [46]. The first
determination of RðD−Þ performed by using three-
prong τ decays is obtained by using the measured branch-
ing fraction of BðB0 → D−μþνμÞ ¼ ð4.88 0.10Þ × 10−2
from Ref. [20]. The result
RðD−Þ ¼ 0.291 0.019ðstatÞ  0.026ðsystÞ  0.013ðextÞ
is one of the most precise single measurements performed
so far. It is 1.1 standard deviations higher than the SM
prediction (0.252 0.003) of Ref. [2] and consistent
with previous determinations. This R(D) measurement,
being proportional to BðB0 → D−3πÞ and inversely pro-
portional to BðB0 → D−μþνμÞ, will need to be rescaled
accordingly when more precise values of these inputs are
made available in the future. An average of this measure-
ment with the LHCb result using τþ → μþνμν¯τ decays [17],
accounting for small correlations due to form factors, τ
polarization and Dτþντ feed-down, gives a value of
RðD−Þ ¼ 0.310 0.0155ðstatÞ  0.0219ðsystÞ, consis-
tent with the world average and 2.2 standard deviations
above the SM prediction. The overall status of RðDÞ and
RðDÞ measurements is reported in Ref. [20]. After
inclusion of this result, the combined discrepancy of
RðDÞ and RðDÞ determinations with the SM prediction
is 4.1σ.
The novel technique presented in this paper, allowing the
reconstruction and selection of semitauonic decays with
τþ → 3πðπ0Þν¯τ transitions, can be applied to all the other
semitauonic decays, such as those of Bþ, B0s , Bþc and Λ0b.
This technique also allows isolation of large signal samples
with high purity, which can be used to measure angular
distributions and other observables proposed in the liter-
ature to discriminate between SM and new physics con-
tributions. The inclusion of further data collected by LHCb
at
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV will result in an overall uncertainty on
RðD−Þ using this technique comparable to that of the
current world average.
TABLE VII. List of the individual systematic uncertainties for the
measurement of the ratio BðB0 → D−τþντÞ=BðB0 → D−3πÞ.
Contribution Value in %
Bðτþ → 3πν¯τÞ=Bðτþ → 3πðπ0Þν¯τÞ 0.7
Form factors (template shapes) 0.7
Form factors (efficiency) 1.0
τ polarization effects 0.4
Other τ decays 1.0
B → Dτþντ 2.3
B0s → Ds τþντ feed-down 1.5
Dþs → 3πX decay model 2.5
Dþs , D0 and Dþ template shape 2.9
B → D−Dþs ðXÞ and B → D−D0ðXÞ decay model 2.6
D−3πX from B decays 2.8
Combinatorial background
(shapeþ normalization)
0.7
Bias due to empty bins in templates 1.3
Size of simulation samples 4.1
Trigger acceptance 1.2
Trigger efficiency 1.0
Online selection 2.0
Offline selection 2.0
Charged-isolation algorithm 1.0
Particle identification 1.3
Normalization channel 1.0
Signal efficiencies (size of simulation samples) 1.7
Normalization channel efficiency
(size of simulation samples)
1.6
Normalization channel efficiency
(modeling of B0 → D−3π)
2.0
Total uncertainty 9.1
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